
How to select the best

Pricing Software for

your organization
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In recent years, the need to enable pricing
processes and methodology has risen significantly in
Europe. Today, pricing software is less costly, both
in terms of implementation and subscription fees,
making the software accessible not only for large
corporations but also for smaller businesses.

At the same time the software providers are focused
on working in partnership with pricing consulting
companies, that not only provide subject matter
expertise as part of their DNA, but also are
specialized on implementing the current and future
ways of working. They will help manage the
transition from current to future not only from the
data and IT side, also from the business side to
ensure a successful implementation and the
required level of adoption of their users.
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What is the best pricing

solution provider?

To talk more about this subject:  Eduardo Kuehnel / eduardokuehnel@pearsonpricing.com
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There are many pricing software providers in the market, such as
Pricefx, PROS, Zilliant, Syncron among others. Their pricing
solutions are differentiated on their customers profiles, they are
also relatively more or less strong on different aspects of pricing
such as pricing strategy, setting, execution and analytics.
Generally speaking, the most relevant pricing solutions do not
specialize on a particular industry as over the years, they have
been able to work across a broad range of sectors. 

When selecting a provider, it is important to ensure that the
business requirements and objectives of your organization are
covered. However, you must also consider the fit of the potential
provider in terms of relationship and ways of working, as well
their competence (with the due diligence to be done usually by
the procurement team).
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What is the best solution for

my organization?

 

In order to achieve adoption, return on investment and
sustainability, it is important to take in account the following
elements as foundation of a successful pricing software roll-
out:

To talk more about this subject:  Eduardo Kuehnel / eduardokuehnel@pearsonpricing.com

Not all pricing solution softwares are the same, so it is
important to have a clear view of the current state as
well a detailed vision of the future state of the pricing
process and methodology you wish to implement. This
current and future state need to be defined in
consensus between the different business functions
that will be impacted by the implementation, since
pricing is one of the most cross-functional functions in
organizations.

The success of the pricing software implementation is
not only determined by the level of adoption of the
organization of the new ways of working and the ROI of
the transformation initiative, it should also consider the
sustainability of the transformation which suggests a
longer term evaluation of the impact of the solution in
the business. 

A key success factor of the pricing initiative resides in
considering all these elements as early as the selection
process in order to have the required baseline for a smooth
roll-out. By doing so, resistance is detected and managed
from the very beginning avoiding the risk of having any site
of the organization pushing back during or after the solution
roll-out.
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1
Organize the INTERNAL TEAM

involved in the selection
process

5
Run workshops to define the

FUTURE STATE and validate it
cross-functionally

 
 

9
If possible, generate a

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
(RFP) document including the

knowledge acquired on the
RFI

 
 

10
Perform the RFP process
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2
Develop a PLAN from the

kick-off of the selection to
the signature of the

contractual agreements

3
Include a GOVERNANCE MODEL

for the selection
 

4
Run workshops to capture
and define the CURRENT

STATE and validate it cross-
functionally

 

6
Develop the REQUIREMENTS

DOCUMENT including the
current and future state, that
includes current and future

functional requirements
 

7
Generate the LIST OF

POTENTIAL PROVIDERS and
run a request of information

(RFI)
 

8
SCORE the different potential

providers based on their
responses

 
 

COMMUNICATE YOUR DECISION 
 to the selected provider and to

the rest of the organization

11 12 13
Gather the result and conduct

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL
DECISION-MAKING SESSIONS

Review and align the
CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS

with the provider

14
START PLANNING
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More than an
action, it is
process.

How much time does it take to

select the right pricing

solution?

 

 

To talk more about this subject:
Eduardo Kuehnel / eduardokuehnel@pearsonpricing.com
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The pricing software selection process
requires a level of detail that goes beyond
the selection of a software to be integreted in
systems. It requires you to select a business
partner that works closely and collaboratively
with your organization to manage the current
and future business and technical state. It’s
also vital they assist with the transition from
one state to the other one looking for
sustainable pricing transformation and
related business impact.

The usual lead-time of the selection process
is up to 9 months, depending on the project
scope, organization type as well if the
process goes through and Request for Quote
process or not.



is a specialist pricing consultancy focused on delivering
sustainable pricing transformation.

 We offer a bespoke service, tailored to your business strategy.
We take great pride in our collaborative approach and are
passionate about finding and unlocking value. With a highly
experienced team with real industry knowledge, Pearson
Pricing is focussed on delivering successful outcomes for
clients with pricing, commercial model, value creation or
revenue management challenges. We see that many
organisations across a wide range of sectors either have
significant pricing challenges, untapped pricing opportunities,
or are simply unaware of the opportunities available from
improved pricing. As pricing specialists, we can optimise your
pricing and drive significant incremental value. We typically
provide significant improvements on margins.

Pearson Pricing is the European arm of the UK Pricing
Consultancy firm – Pearson Ham. Founded by CEO Tim Ham,
the consultancy has been working with clients across many
different sectors for over 10 years. Based in London and with
offices in Paris and Barcelona, the team are creating real value
for clients the throughout Europe. 

To find out more visit www.pearsonham.com
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FEB 2, 2023
04:00 PM TO 07:30 PM

CONFERENCES

PARIS

HOW TO

SELECT &

IMPLEMENT

A PRICING TOOL

T O  G O  F U R T H E R  O N  T H E  T O P I C

J O I N  U S  F O R  O U R  N E X T  E V E N T

Information & Registration: 
https://www.club-pricing-france.com/evt-02-fev-2023
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